
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An unflinching portrayal of a dysfunctional family 
living in the Black Country during the Thatcher 
years, Ray & Liz is the first feature film by 
photographer, artist, and filmmaker Richard 
Billingham. It follows the lives of hard-drinking Ray, 
his chain smoking wife Liz, and their two children. 
It has received a plethora of awards and 
nominations, including Outstanding Debut by a 
British Writer, Director, or Producer at the BAFTAs, 
and the Douglas Hickox Award for Debut Director 
at the British Independent Film Awards. 
 
The genesis for the film came from Billingham’s 
1996 book Ray’s a Laugh, which presented an 
honest photographic documentation of his 
parents’ lives. Some of the photographs from the 
book went on to be featured in the landmark 
Sensation exhibition, which displayed the 
collection of contemporary art owned by Charles 
Saatchi, at the Royal Academy of Art in 1997. 
Billingham was also nominated for the Turner 
Prize in 2001, in part for the photographs that 
explored places from his childhood. 
 
Billingham went on to bring some of the 
photographs to life in a number of short films, 

including Tony Smoking Backwards (1998) and 
Ray in Bed (1999), before writing and directing Ray 
& Liz. Speaking to Paul Risker for Little White Lies, 
Billingham explained how the film evolved: ‘when 
my father was in his room drinking, I decided a few 
years back that I wanted to make a short gallery 
film about that situation ... I thought I’d like to 
recreate that space and use an actor and chart two 
to three days of Ray’s existence, and I saw it as a 
single screen gallery installation. I found a 
producer and we made that film.’ That film was 
Ray, which was completed in 2016, and Billingham 
followed it with two further chapters to complete 
Ray & Liz. 
 
The first chapter of the film features the characters 
in later life, with Ray played by Patrick Romer (The 
World is Not Enough (1999)) and Liz by Deidre Kelly 
(from Channel 4’s documentary series Benefits 
Street). The next two chapters follow the 
characters in their earlier life, with Justin Salinger 
(Enduring Love (2004), 
Everest (2015)) taking the 
part of Ray and Ella Smith 
(St Trinian’s 2 (2009), The 
Voices (2014)) as Liz. It’s a 
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(2011). In his review for Variety, Guy Lodge wrote 
that ‘for all its familiar trappings from a strong 
school of British social realism, Ray & Liz stands 
as a uniquely moving work of self-identification 
and self-illustration, bristling with pride, anger 
and even some regret – for the general ugly state 
of things, certainly, but perhaps for a family he’s 
come to see, and shoot, a little differently over 
the decades.’ 

tough depiction of lives in poverty. Alcoholic Ray 
swigs from a plastic bottle of homebrew 
throughout the day and chain-smoking Liz passes 
the time doing jigsaw puzzles, with their two 
children often neglected in the background. The 
squalid living conditions and occasional flashes of 
anger are interspersed with touches of humour. 
 
Ray & Liz follows in the footsteps of films that 
honestly depict the lives of people on the fringes of 
British society, and as such is reminiscent of other 
directorial debuts such as Gary Oldman’s Nil by 
Mouth (1997) and Paddy Considine’s Tyrannosaur 

 
This screening is supported by 

You may also like… 
Women of Ryazan / Baby ryazanskie 
Fri 15 Nov | Christ Church | 7pm 
Olga Preobrazhenskaya | Soviet Union | 1927 | 88m | subtitles  
 
 
Accompanied with live improvised organ music by David 
Bednall, this beautifully filmed silent drama is the 
masterpiece of Olga Preobrazhenskaya, one of the world’s first 
female directors. Its humanistic narrative portrays characters 
as individual people, rather than the social archetypes found 
in the polemics of Eisenstein or Pudovkin. A rare chance to 
catch a compelling glimpse of Russia on the cusp of seismic 
change. 

FilmBath FilmClub 
 The most common feedback we get is, “more films please!” 
We hear you and have come up with a wonderful solution: a 
year-round programme of the kinds of films we screen at 
the festival. These will be shown monthly (from January to 
May and September to December) at the stylish Walcot 
House, with an optional movie-themed dinner after the film. 
 
FilmBath FilmClub is a wonderful opportunity to watch 
mind-expanding films together and then have the space 
and time to talk about the film afterwards. 
 
For more information, visit filmbath.org.uk/filmclub 


